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01dB   ECOTECH   METRAVIB   ONEPROD   FIXTURLASER   MEAX   brands of   ACOEM Group 

Field Services Technician – Full-time, Rockhampton QLD 
 High-tech company specialising in environmental monitoring solutions 

 A rare opportunity to join a global leader 

 Excellent salary package and benefits 

At Ecotech, we provide our customers with innovative solutions to monitor the environment for air, water, blast and 

noise. We do this by designing, manufacturing, operating and supplying sophisticated monitoring equipment which 

means a cleaner, healthier and safer environment.  www.ecotech.com 

As an experienced Field Service Technician this is an excellent opportunity for you to utilise your sound technical 

knowledge and further develop your skills.  Ideally, your experience will be from an electronic/scientific instrumentation 

field where you have proven yourself by demonstrating strong troubleshooting skills. 

In this role you would be responsible for maintaining air pollution monitoring equipment and will be exposed to a variety 

of different measuring technologies.  To be successful you would be comfortable working on various electronic 

instruments and calibration equipment and will also have experience with data logging and telemetry.  

This position is based in Rockhampton, and travel throughout Queensland and occasional interstate and overseas travel 

may also be required.  As the position is self-managed, you will need to demonstrate a high degree of self-sufficiency and 

the ability to independently operate a variety of measurement systems. As much of the work is NATA accredited,   

thorough record keeping and following of approved processes and procedures is an essential part of this role. 

Key Responsibilities: 

 Coordinating and planning of scheduled and unscheduled operations and maintenance service visits 

 Providing high level technical support to customers when required 

 Performing maintenance procedures on instrumentation and integrated systems as required 

 Performing installation and commissioning on monitoring systems as required 

 Technical trouble shooting 

Qualifications, Skills and Experience:  

 Relevant tertiary qualifications such as Environmental Science degree/TAFE certificate/diploma (or equivalent 

qualifications) 

 Previous related experience such as ambient air quality and particulate / dust monitoring instrumentation would 

be highly regarded 

 A scientific instrumentation background would also be of interest 

 Sound level of computer literacy and MS Office applications  

 Demonstrated ability to follow instructions and work with minimal supervision 

 Excellent oral and written communication skills 

 Excellent customer service skills and a friendly professional manner 

 Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively at all levels of the organisation 

 Ability to work collaboratively within a team environment 

 Precise, accurate and diligent record keeping skills 

 Mechanical and/or electrical aptitude 

If you would like to join a progressive company and become part of a passionate and collaborative team, please submit 

your application, including a covering letter outlining how your skills and experience relate to this role. 

Ecotech is an equal opportunity employer.  Applications close:  19 August 2017 
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